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MOMMY’S LITTLE HELPER

Dolls With Feelings
“Kids aren’t always open books when it comes
to their emotions. Enter Kimochis, a new line
of playful characters that are designed to help
get families talking. Each toy comes with three
plush “feelings” (happy, sad, frustrated, and the
like) and a book with tips for encouraging kids
to recognize and express their emotions.”

“Speaking of feelings, Nathaniel and I are loving his
Kimochi Bug (www.kimochis.com), which helps my
Aries preschooler to gain a toehold on equanimity
when his feelings overwhelm him. More than an adorable stuffed animal, it helps to teach children about
their feelings and how to manage them. Little round
‘feelings,’ like happy or mad, can be chosen to help
children identify their own emotions, and are placed
in the bug’s belly pocket.”

FOR THE KIDDOS
“Set the sibling rivalry aside and give your
bro and sis gifts they’ll enjoy all year long.”

A Brave New World
Tips for beating back-to-school jitters

For a variety of reasons, some children may take time to adjust
to a new school year. Small things can make a difference, for
example:
* From time to time, tuck a thoughtful note (or for a prereading student, a cheerful drawing) into your child’s lunchbox
or backpack.
* Start a midweek ritual like an after-school trip to the park or another favorite destination.
* Create a healthy emotional outlet for your child. We love Kimochis™ Bug (available at Kansas City
Hallmark stores in Independence and Olathe), these lovable plush characters are specifically designed to
help young children identify their feelings—and teach older ones positive ways of expressing them.

What CUSTOMERS are Saying...
“The Kimochis™ are a fun and empowering communication tool for kids and grown-ups alike. Boys
can especially benefit from learning how to express their feelings through these lovable Kimochi
characters. Our high-tech, fast-paced world often misses teaching our children the communication
skills that will ensure our sons and daughters grow into well-adjusted adults who have the tools to
express themselves in a world filled with social complexities.”
—Lisen Stromberg, Founder of Supporting Our Sons
“The children instantly relate to these lovable dolls. The feelings games are as many and unique as
creatively possible. Thanks to all of you who keep this business going.”
—Rosemary Nichols, Psychiatric Mental Health Clinical Nurse Specialist, Licensed Marriage & Family
Therapist, Licensed Chemical Dependency Counselor, Registered Play Therapist-Supervisor
“The Kimochis™ dolls, and their related support system, create a marvelous opportunity for all
teachers in helping students grow their ‘own’ positive character. New teachers, as well as the more
experienced professionals, will find that by interacting with the dolls, students will be excited in
exploring their personal growth, their feelings, understandings, goals, strengths and weaknesses as they
actively think, identify choices, make decisions, and reflect upon their individual Character Development.”
—Charles Lavaroni, Former Director of Teacher Education, Dominican University
“Two years ago I lost my son, Kyle to a brain tumor and I am now involved in setting up a foundation
to help other children with brain tumors and their siblings as they go through their journey. These
dolls would just be so wonderful for them. Kids with brain tumors and kids with cancer and their
siblings have so many emotions to express I just think these would be incredible for them.”
—Joan Kerpan, mom
“Most of the 12 and 13 year-old boys in my class wanted to hold Cloud. For fun I held up all the
various feelings, face first. ‘What is the feeling?’ Many kids got it. ‘Make the face and see what you feel.’
More kids got this. It was a fun exercise. There’s a real value playing with Cloud in my classroom. I’m
not sure why my 12 and 13 year-old students, both boys and girls, want to hold him. I do know they’re
drawn to him and his belly full of feelings. And to the idea of this little soft creature in my classroom.
There’s a lot I know I can learn about how to use him—I think the kids will reveal it to me, maybe
most of all with their non-verbal communication—like the two boys who hug him every day.”
—Joe Dines, 7th grade teacher

“Helping kids to understand their feelings with kimochis
Feelings are very abstract concepts, so they’re difficult to describe to children in a way that they will
understand. If you sit down with your child and say ‘Let’s talk about our feelings.’ he’s likely to decide
that playing with his toys is much more fun. That’s why I really like the concept behind Kimochis. They
give kids a toy plus a way to learn about feelings all in one! …
…My five-year-old boys have the Bug Kimochi. First, I must say how impressed I was with the quality of
it! It’s beautifully made and velvety soft. …I think this product would be especially helpful with children
who are on the quiet or shy side, but all boys and girls would benefit from it. You and your kids will fall
in love with these wonderful characters.”

A cuddly Kimochis™ doll knows
it’s not easy being a kid. Help
little ones understand how to
communicate their feelings with
Cloud and his happy, mad, and
sad pillow pals.

MOMMY’S LITTLE HELPER

Being a kid in the big, crazy world is hard work
and with the hustle and bustle of growing up,
comes a lot of feelings. It’s a parent’s responsibility to look out for their child’s emotional
stability and an inventive product might help
you and your youngster in this process.
Kimochis™ ($25 each), a line of cuddly, plush
dolls are designed to encourage children to
express their feelings in a fun and comfortable way. Created by Marin-based mom, Nina Rappapor t
Rowan, the dolls each come with a pocket where kids can tuck one of three little pillows bearing the
name of an expression on one side and a drawing of a face expressing that emotion on the other. Sets
of additional, more advanced, emotions—such as jealous, uncomfortable or embarrassed—can be purchased separately. The dolls are cute enough to be placed right on a wee one’s bed and provide a great
way to open the dialogue between generations.

Top 5 Cutest Toddler Gifts on the ‘Net
Whether it’s for a second birthday or the upcoming holiday of Easter, we’ve picked out the cutest
toddler gifts available on the ‘net. … These Kimochis™ Cloud and Mixed Feelings Packs are an adorable
and cuddly way to teach toddlers about their emotions.

Use your words
Although we encourage our kids to express themselves, when we’re ticked, we’re likely to shut down
completely or huff around the house until our husband catches on.
Coming to the aid of emotionally charged kids and expressively stunted adults is Kimochis™, an
innovative new line of children’s toys that helps kids recognize and articulate their feelings. Kids can
relate to communicative critters such as bossy Cat, plush, the Kimochis™ website teaches parents how
to address their child’s emotions (sad, mad, cranky) and emotional situations (fighting with siblings,
hitting, not listening).
Mom: next time someone cuts you off in traffic, use your words, not the bird. Kids are watching.

www.gahome2mom.blogspot.com

“As a school psychologist, I am always on the lookout for
toys and activities that would be beneficial for my students.
A co-worker of mine had a Kimochi (key-mo-chee) that
she used in her counseling sessions and the kids loved it! …

My experience: I had the opportunity to introduce Huggtopus to a kindergarten student that I
work with. Huggtopus is very affectionate and has a big friendly personality. She sometimes can
become a little overbearing and has difficulty with boundaries. I introduced Huggtopus to Kelly by
telling Huggtopus’ story. We placed the kimochis of “silly” and “excited” (from the Mixed Feelings
set) inside of Huggtopus’ mouth as we talked. Huggtopus feels silly and excited at recess and wants
to be close with her friends, just like Kelly. Sometimes Huggtopus’ friends want space and do not
like being so close so they move away, which makes Huggtopus feel frustrated (we then placed the
“frustrated” kimochi inside of Huggtopus). We then used Huggtopus to role play situations with
Kelly to practice keeping boundaries at recess.

I found using the Kimochis helpful in teaching Kelly how to label her emotions. Kelly was excited
and engaged in the social skills lesson and she immediately took a liking to Huggtopus. She enjoyed
holding the kimochis in her hand as we talked about it and placing them inside of Huggtopus as we
talked about how he felt in different situations. At the end she asked if she could see Huggtopus
next week, a kid seal of approval.”

I love Japanese culture; great ar t,
sushi, high-end technology and some
really odd things you can purchase
in

their

vending

machines. They

also have better sounding words
than us, for instance “kimochi” is the
Japanese word for “feeling.” …
The bottom line is that the Kimochi is more than just a stuffed toy, it’s actually a tool that
has been specifically designed to help very young children learn to identify and express
their feelings.
Anna has a rather worry-free existence—that is an understatement—we spoil the crap
out of her—so there aren’t many occasions where Wife and I actually feel bad for her.
Of these few incidents, most are the function of her frustration with regard to effectively
communicating to us what she needs, or how she feels.
The designers of this—umm—thing, were fully aware that this frustration is one of the
main causes of the sort of undesirable behavior (biting, hitting, screaming) that can make
some parts of parenting a toddler as fun as a root-canal without Novocaine. …
So I guess the Kimochi will be staying with us after all and there is a good chance that
some of it’s friends will be added to the family in the near future.

We were sent Kimochi Cloud—or as Anna calls it, her
“smowchee.” At first, she was most impressed with the
fact that Cloud’s head turns around completely so that
he can either have a sad face or a happy face. But when
she figured out that the little pouch on his belly contained
little feeling guys, she was hooked! … She took one look
at the faces on the feelings and was able to identify all of
them. When shown the rest of the available feelings in the
booklet, she was able to figure out most of them—except “left out”—which I suppose
is a good thing for now. … While Kimochis are a lot of fun for your child to play with on
their own, the full effect of the toy relies on parental interaction. For those of you who
might not know how or where to start with teaching your child about their emotions,
this toy could be invaluable. The Kimochi website has a section for parents where you
can learn how to best use the Kimochis with your children in order to maximize their
learning potential. …To have this tool that can help mediate and bridge the gap between
Anna and I is invaluable!

